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Abstract. This article discusses various problematic issues that arise during the identification and suppression of the activities of drug laboratories, as well as the justification of these activities as priority areas for the prevention of crimes by internal affairs bodies in the Moscow region. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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Abstract: This article discusses the role of internal affairs agencies in the corruption crime prevention system. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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Abstract. The article deals with domestic and foreign experience on the limitation period and the procedure for calculating it. Normative legal acts, domestic and foreign literature are analyzed and relevant conclusions are made that are useful for both legal practitioners and theorists. The possibility of establishing the terms of various objective data in relation to a claim for damages is considered.
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Abstract. The article deals with the issues of organized crime and corruption in the territory of modern Russia. The reasons and conditions for the emergence and spread of organized crime and corruption are analyzed. The main directions of preventive measures to prevent and combat organized crime and corruption in Russia are proposed.
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Abstract. The article deals with the issues of cybercrime and remote fraud in modern Russia. The article analyzes the reasons and conditions for the emergence and spread of remote fraud and cybercrime. The main directions of preventive measures for preventing and countering cybercrime and remote fraud in Russia are proposed.
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RELATIONSHIP OF CONCEPTS «NATIONAL SECURITY» AND «LEGAL ORDER»
V. N. Galuzo,
Abstract. This article discusses the concepts of «national security» and «rule of law», their relationship, features, characteristics. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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Abstract. This article discusses the role of internal affairs agencies in preventing extremism among young people. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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SOME FEATURES CRIMINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SERIAL VIOLENT CRIMES COMMITTED ON SEXUAL SOIL
A.V. Eremin,
Abstract. This article discusses some features of the criminological characteristics of serial violent crimes committed on a sexual basis. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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Y. A. Zapadnova,
Abstract. This article discusses current trends in the abuse of minors in Russia. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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ACTIVITIES OF THE PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIVE BODIES FOR PROVIDING REMEDIES FOR HARM CAUSED BY CRIMES, AS AN IMPORTANT DOMINANT FOR COMBATING CRIME
D. A. Ivanov,
Abstract. This article discusses the activities of preliminary investigation bodies to ensure redress for harm caused by a crime, as the most important dominant in combating crime. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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Abstract. This article discusses various aspects of environmental crime as a threat to national security. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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Abstract. This article discusses various problematic issues related to the identification and elimination of the causes and conditions of economic crime. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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Y. R. Orlova,
Abstract. This article discusses current issues of the organization by the internal affairs bodies of the prevention of violent crimes committed by minors in
educational institutions. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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THE ROLE OF DIAGNOSTIC TASKS SOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION OF TECHNICAL AND FORENSIC EXAMINATION OF PAYMENT CARDS
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**Abstract.** The article notes the importance of conducting a diagnostic study of counterfeit payment cards, which are often the only source of information about the crime. Therefore, it is important to conduct a thorough diagnostic study of them to establish the method of manufacture, as well as the possible skills and qualifications of manufacturers. The information obtained will be used in conducting operational search activities.
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**Abstract.** This article discusses problematic issues related to the organization of crime prevention in correctional institutions of Russia. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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**Abstract.** This article discusses the problems associated with the application of measures of responsibility for misappropriation and embezzlement committed in complicity with a person using his official position.
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**Abstract.** This article discusses measures to combat drug trafficking. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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ORGANIZED CRIME AND CRIMES COMMITTED USING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES AS THREATS TO NATIONAL SECURITY
E. T. Khaliullina,

Abstract. In this article, organized crime and crimes committed using information technology are considered threats to national security. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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A. A. Khodusov,

Abstract. This article discusses the role and place of criminal law in the national security system. The author conducts an appropriate analysis and draws a number of conclusions.
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PRINCIPLES OF LEGALITY: CORRELATION AND PROBLEMS OF APPLICATION
S. M. Sangimurod,

Abstract. The article discloses the basic principles of legality and their relationship; in the form of a conclusion, the conditions for strengthening the rule of law in the state are indicated. The rule of law is the central core in strengthening the rule of law in the state. The law, as a normative legal act, is recognized as the main source of law and the regulator of public relations in the system of social and normative regulation; and also that laws have the highest legal force in relation to other normative legal acts, mainly in relation to by-laws.
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